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Software testing and debugging represents around one third of total effort in development projects. 
Different factors which have influence on poor practices of testing have been identified through 
specific surveys. Amongst several, one of the most important is the lack of efficient methods to 
exploit development models for generating test cases. This paper presents a new method for 
automatically generating a complete set of functional test cases from UML activity diagrams 
complementing specification of use cases. Test cases are prioritized according to software risk 
information. Results from experiences with more than 70 software professionals/experts validate 
benefits of the method. Participants also confirm its interest and effectiveness for testing needs of 
industry. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Within software quality assurance (SQA) inventory, software testing is the commonest technique for 
verification and validation in development projects. Every project includes a specific phase for testing and 
debugging. This phase usually requires a large percentage, around one-third (ranging from 30 to 35%), of the 
total effort of the project according to different statistical studies of effort distribution throughout the life 
cycle [1, 2, 3]. Industry requires solutions for increasing both efficiency and effectiveness of testing methods 
given the fact that real life projects are strongly influenced by the need of reaching tangible productivity and 
efficiency goals. The most difficult activity within testing is the design of test cases so classic 
recommendations (e.g. [4]) highlight the need of careful design and good configuration management of 
cases. This avoids missing the investment of effort in designing cases for the different testing cycles needed 
along the development and maintenance of software products. 

Specifications are considered the logical starting point to generate a set of test cases which covers most 
of the functional testing needed to validate a software product. One of the major objective of testing is to 
check whether the needs of user/customers (majority of which must be mentioned in requirements) is 
fulfilled or not.  Obviously many approaches have been devised to diminish the impact of problems and to 
prevent errors and miscommunications during requirements. .  

 In software engineering, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has become the de facto standard for 
software modelling. It has been accepted by far as the standard notation for object oriented development. In 
fact UML models have a widespread use in today’s software practices. In the case of specifications, use case 
models and activity diagrams have been found most useful for verifying and validating requirements with 
customer representatives among various types of UML artefacts. It has been reported that use case diagrams 
and use case descriptions narratives (collectively called as use case models) are among the top four widely 
used UML components [5]. Use case models drive the development of other important UML artefacts along 
the development cycle according to the so-called “use case driven development”. While use case descriptions 
capture detailed steps in main scenario and alternate scenarios, activity diagrams are often used to connect or 
weave through individual use cases as well as to offer a complementary view of use case internals. This 
combination leads to better and more complete specifications [6]. 
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Software professionals require easy-to-use methods and tools oriented to maximizing productivity and 
efficiency. If they invest time and effort developing necessary UML models for specification, they also want 
to use them as efficiently as possible for additional activities like designing test cases. In fact, lack of 
connection between models and test design is one of the limiting factors which negatively influence real 
software testing practices [7].  Moreover specific surveys show that developers are not sure of using UML in 
testing and more specifically of the use of UML models for testability [8]. 

 The above point becomes the motivation for our present work. In this paper we have developed a 
model to help developers to reach higher levels of productivity and efficiency. This model generates 
automatically functional test cases  for  acceptance test level taking a software specification with use cases 
and complementary activity diagrams (AD) as starting point. The method also allows systematic assignment 
of priority to generated test cases according to risk information entered by software analysts. A tool 
developed as plug-in for the Eclipse open environment allows easy application in real practice. Data 
collected from more than 70 software professionals during specific experiential application are included as 
evidence of its applicability and benefits. 

The next section provides the functional test case generation from UML diagram. Our test case 
generation model is demonstrated and validated in section 3. In Section 4, results from a basic test case 
design experience with 71 software professionals are presented. The discussion on the results and validation 
of the model is in the same section. The conclusion drawn is included section 5.  

 2. GENERATION OF FUNCTIONAL TEST CASE FROM UML DIAGRAMS 

Functional testing evaluates the system behaviour based on the requirements given in the specification. 
Further, use cases are an essential part of UML notation to explain the external behaviour of an information 
system. Main functional description is based on use cases in development project which use UML diagrams,. 
Use cases are even more useful not only for developers but also for client verification when combined with 
AD. The clients may choose the most preferred AD and use case descriptions [6]. An AD is a special case of 
a state diagram: a model showing the set of different states of an object during its life and the conditions to 
change from one state to another. In ADs most of states are action states and most of transitions are activated 
when action related to the previous state finishes. 

Specification-based testing takes use cases as main reference. It enables acceptance testing by 
controlling both functionality and interface behaviour according to agreed descriptions. A number of 
different types of methods for generating test cases from use cases specifications have been proposed: 

• Using non formal specifications of use cases: e.g. the proposal of Heumann [9]. 
• Scenario-based generation like SCENT [10]. 
• Statistical-based test generation transforming use case model into an usage model, e.g. [11, 12]. 
• State–driven test generation with a number of proposals using different strategies and basis for 

algorithms: e.g. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. 
In general, most important proposals for automatic or semiautomatic test case generation from UML 

models rely on using state-like diagrams both as reference and general guideline [18, 19]. This happens 
because they offer good information on dynamic behaviour. In fact, several surveys on test generation based 
on different models [20, 21, 22, 23] have been carried out in past years. Not all these surveys were 
concentrated in the problem of automatic generation of functional specification-based test cases from models 
but most complete ones [22, 23] show a variety of approaches. Additionally the most recent proposals follow 
this line of action of using state-like diagrams with special attention to the use of AD linked to use cases.  
Some authors have also investigated the use of other types of dynamic UML diagrams like interaction ones 
(sequence, collaboration and/or communication diagrams). They are not only used for functional testing but 
also sometimes for integration testing [24, 25]. However, AD have been included in a good number of 
proposals (e.g. [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]). Some of them rely on transforming UML AD to specific working formal 
models which enables easier manipulation of data and generation of test cases (e.g. [26]).  

Notwithstanding this, the core idea for the majority of these proposals is the settlement of a generation 
criteria to be fulfilled by the set of test cases. If we use UML diagrams that describe the different functions 
and options of utilization of software by a user (like in AD describing use case details), the application of 
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traditional ideas of coverage (based on the graph theory of McCabe [31]) was considered a good strategy in 
the first proposals [30]. It been extended to the recent ones which use AD [26][30] where coverage of states 
and paths is included. In our proposal, a criterion is defined [32]: a minimum set of cases should ensure that 
the execution trace crosses at least once all the arrows and edges of the graph defined by an AD, i.e. they 
cover all possible test paths. It can be expressed as follows: 

“A use case (as described by its activity diagram) will be tested enough if the execution trace covers all 
the arrows or transitions in the diagram at least once”.  

This includes loops (not covered by other proposals which use AD [26]): the concept of test path is 
used so two partial paths are included for each loop: no loop traversal and one cycle path.  

One important feature of the proposed method is that it includes priority of test cases or some risk 
based strategy to rank generated test cases. Developers need to know which test cases are the most decisive 
to assure testing of most critical or important functions for acceptance  level of quality as shown by empirical 
data collected from software professionals (see Section 4). Opinion collected from professionals [5] shows 
that testing is usually compressed between delayed previous stages of development and fixed delivery date to 
customer so it is essential to have information for contingency rearrangement of test plans. 

Different approaches have been devised for risk analysis. One of them is historical analysis to guide 
testing activities (e.g., [40]). It uses defect analysis of software components to focus test intensity on parts of 
the software that have been revealed as fault-prone in earlier releases or earlier life cycle phases, such as 
development. This type of analysis can also exploit different metrics as indicators of potential problems (e.g.. 
[41]). However, this approach is not suitable for our approach of test case generation because it requires an 
early application from the very beginning of the project, when we are dealing with specifications and use 
cases. From the point of view of the test cases, it is preferable to exploit the philosophy of reliability-based 
risk. This approach explores the probability that the software product could fail in the operational 
environment. The work in [42] highlights the importance of previous estimations for the probability of 
occurrence of events that cause failures and the severity of the failure in terms of economic cost or even 
social or human consequences. Due to the inherent difficulty of this task, it is usual to apply qualitative 
analysis to estimate what are the factors associated to a risk and by quantitative analysis how this factor 
affect that risk. This leads to the determination of a risk factor for each option to be tested (e.g. paths in AD 
representing different scenarios of use cases). This risk factor can be used to negotiate or rearrange the test 
effort according to risk assumed by the customer. 

In the next section, we formally described a method for generating test cases from an AD with 
extended capabilities to describe use cases behaviour. This method is capable of processing all types of use 
cases (including the ones with loops) as well as of ranking test cases according to perceived importance of 
scenarios as indicated by software analysts [43]. 

3. TEST CASE GENERATION METHOD 

AD have been formally defined in different publications even connecting them with the general 
underlying theory of Petri Nets (e.g. [44][38]). In order to include the information needed to work with the 
method, an extended formalism for AD si presented. The following elements will be used as basis for 
defining an AD: 

• AD: Activity Diagram 
• Ca: Path from the initial node to the final node. 
• NA = {graph nodes representing Activities in the AD} 
• ND = {graph nodes representing Decisions in the AD} 
• NF = {graph nodes representing Forks in the AD} 
• NJ = {graph nodes representing Joins in the AD} 
• T = Transitions in the AD, i.e., every arrow between two different elements and the associated guard, 

if it exits. 
• No = Origin of an arrow. 
• Nd = Destination of an arrow. 
An AD can be seen as: 
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G = (N, T) where 
N= NA U ND U NF U NJ U {start point, end point} and T= (edge, guard) 
The extended formal model of AD required for the method will be created with a previous three 

restrictions: 
• A well-balanced and verified AD should be used as starting point. 
• An acyclic AD is required because it is necessary to ensure that every node in the AD is visited at 

least once. Two types of loops appear in an AD: those where the probability of any number of 
cycles are the same and those where the probability of a new cycle is decreasing. First type of 
loops can be simplified as a new alternate path with fixed probability. Probability of the second 
one should follow a Poisson distribution.  

• The probability of executing a transition should be  independent from the previous one. Fault 
proneness study is omitted to simplify the algorithm. 

The elements of traditional AD are the following: 
• N’A = {graph nodes representing Activities in the DA plus the list of data to be considered} 
• So: N’A = NA x data*, data = (id, value*) 

where “*” represent the Kleen closure used in regular expressions 
So, now an AD: 
G = (N, T’) where: 
N= N’A U ND U NF U NJ U {start point, end point} 
T’= (edge, guard, P, C) 
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P = Probability of a transaction calculated as: 
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C = Cost of an error in the transition, calculated as: 
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Now it is possible to write an algorithm for generation and ranking of paths in the AD (Test Cases). 

The algorithm is stated as follows: 
• For each use case generate an AD compliant to restrictions where: 
N’ = N x (d1,…dn ) x OT and n≠0 
a. Assign values to attributes (P, C), using the techniques shown above. 
b. Build a sub-diagram where each input data value is included (see fig. 2) and decision nodes referred 

to correctness of input data disappear. So,  
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• Rank the paths (Test Cases): use the risk of every path as a function: f (P(p), C(p)). 

3.1. Description of application of the method 

The method starts with a typical AD (Fig.1) which describes the behaviour of a use case (e.g. deleting 
user data). At this point, the states where data are entered in the system are represented with activity states. It 
is also possible to include references to interfaces. These activity states are used to represent the typical 
testing values for each data input according to traditional boundary and equivalence partitioning techniques. 
For each arrow, there is a value of risk in terms of two factors: probability of use (P in algorithm) and 
importance of function (cost of error: C in algorithm). 

In the use case described in Fig. 1, we are assuming a user ID of 6 digits. The Request User ID data 
input activity is expanded in the subAD shown in Fig. 2. 

Each different path which could be traced across the AD could be considered as equivalent to a use 
case scenario. The total number of scenarios to be analysed tend to be extremely high if we consider two 
facts: a) the number of times that a loop is executed within a general path could create two different paths 
and b) each input action of each path can generate by itself one subpath for each combination of input values. 
This huge amount of testing possibilities is not practical so one should select a few cases considered as 
representatives of many others (the rest of options) which are considered as equivalent in terms of testing. 

Accordingly, five paths can be found in the diagram of Figure 1 representing the interaction between 
the users and the system. They are summarized as follows: 

• Init deletion, ask for ID to Cancel 
• Init deletion, ask for ID, introduce an incorrect ID, introduce a correct ID, deletion is confirmed 
• Init deletion, ask for ID, introduce a correct ID, deletion is cancelled 
• Init deletion, ask for ID, introduce a correct ID, deletion is not confirmed. 
• Init deletion, ask for ID, introduce a correct ID, deletion is confirmed 

It is possible to get a whole list of different test paths applying the algorithm described above, each one 
corresponding to a use case scenario. Each path is identified by the chain of states traversed from initial state 
to the final one, including the ones corresponding to the specific values for input in the expanded activity 
states.  
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Fig. 1 – Starting AD of a use case for the method description. 
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Fig. 2 – Expansion of data input state (activity) for Request user ID. 

3.2. Eclipse plug-in for automation of the method 

A tool for automating the application has been created. It takes the information of AD using XMI files 
and integrates in the Eclipse environment [45]. It allows the marking of risk (P, C) labels for each branch as 
well as the management of expanded branches for each input value. As main result, it enables the creation of 
a list of paths corresponding to each test case with the corresponding rank related to risk factor. 

 

 
Fig. 3 – Eclipse plug-in. 
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4. RESULTS OF A TEST CASE DESIGN EXPERIENCE 

A test case design experiment was devised for checking the validity and the benefits of the proposed 
method. More than one hundred IT professionals related to the area of software development (project 
leaders, analysts, programmers, testers, teachers, consultants, etc.) were involved in the experiment. The 
followings are the elements of our test case design: 
• A simple data management software application for DVD collection management (create, update, 

delete, queries) was published on a restricted website where participants were specifically invited 
through direct contact. A brief specification of the application was also included as guideline for 
participants to carry out test case design. Four defects were intentionally injected in the application to 
check effectiveness of test cases of participants to detect them.  

• Selected participants were encouraged to test the system by entering test cases, the ones they consider 
most appropriate to test the application and to detect the defects. They should also indicate if each test 
case reveals or not and a possible defect in the application (after getting results from the application 
once the test cases has been executed). 

• Recorded test cases used by the participants were compared with the set of test cases generated with 
the method described in section 3. Participants had access to the results of their tests as well as to the 
comparison with the test cases generated by the method. They were asked to give their opinion using a 
questionnaire designed to check usefulness of the method and its possible implementation with a tool. 
They were also asked to give a priority mark to each test case according to their idea of importance for 
the tested system. 

The system recorded the proposed tests and the time devoted to the task. The average devoted time was 
21 minutes. Poor quality results (short time, few test cases) were discarded. We finally consider only 72 
valid test design proposals (totalizing 1846 executed test cases) corresponding to participants with varied 
professional profiles (see Fig. 4).  The average professional experience of the participants was 5.6 years. 

 
Programmers

8%

Analysts
6%

Software 
Engineers

13%

Project managers
17%

Testers
28%

Academia
13%

 
Fig. 4 – Positions of participants. 

A lot of interesting information was collected but the main results were the following ones: 
• None of the participants included any test case or different scenario (path of the AD) which was not 

covered by the test design generated by the algorithm. Practical completeness of the proposed 
solution was achieved. 

• Only one participant reached more than 75% of total existing paths; more than 50% of participants 
did not reach the 50% of the paths/scenarios. Test cases designed by 50 (70%) of participants 
hardly surpassed the threshold of 25% of total scenarios. Systematic approach for generating test 
cases from specifications is needed.  

• Average number of different scenarios (corresponding to paths in the extended AD) was 39.6% and 
the average number of injected defects detected was 2. Participants with higher coverage detected 
more defects. Coverage criteria tend to offer good detection rates. 

• At least an average 50% of the effort of testing devoted by a participant was dedicated to test 
something (a path or the equivalent input data) tested by his/her previous test cases. As an average, 
33% of cases were repeating the same functional options. This stresses the need of efficient test 
design based on coverage criteria of paths/scenarios of use cases.  
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• Only one of the ten most tested paths by all participants (appearing in the eight place of the list) is 
also included in the list of the ten paths with most priority (as ranked by the same participants). 
Three of the most important paths for the participants were included in the list of the ten least 
tested ones. This confirms the importance of including formal priority criteria as  part of the test 
case generation method. 

Apart from data recorded in the system during test cases execution, the results referred to the opinion 
of participants were also remarkable: 

• 56% of them include use cases as part of the specification of software systems, 18% use them 
depending on the project and only 28% say they never work with them. When dealing with other 
types of UML diagrams for specification the corresponding figures were 44% (yes), 21% 
(depends) and 35% (mo). Use case usage is similar to the ones presented in [5] so sample of this 
experience could be considered as standard in this sense. 

• 55% of participants declare that they do not use any method or tool to design test cases while 30% 
says they follow a method.  

• Regarding usefulness of the method and the plug-in, 77% of the testers tell that the algorithm would 
be really cost-effective for their organizations although it requires creating AD as part of software 
specifications with use cases. 70% of the participants consider that the need of allocating priority 
values to the different scenarios following the method would be cost effective in their industrial 
environments. 

The opinion of professionals confirms the usefulness of a method with the following characteristics: 
• It works with use cases: 56% of participants usually worked with them while other surveys [5] 

confirm 73% of professionals used them in 2/3 of projects. 
• It offers perceived benefits that 77% of professionals consider they compensate the inconvenience of 

creating AD for use cases. 
• It enables disciplined and systematic design of cases while 55% professionals are not using any 

method. 
As a complementary check, this experience was repeated with 28 last-year students of a computing 

degree in Spain, all of them with specific training in software engineering and development but not in the 
proposed method. They received three types of specifications under the philosophy of use cases for the same 
application: one with textual descriptions (group A), one with use cases descriptions with standardized 
templates like the ones in [40] (group B) and another one also including AD (group C). Each group was 
created with a balanced mix of students according to results and grades in the specific training courses. The 
results were the following ones: 

• Testers who used activity diagrams as reference (group C) covered 45% more test cases (scenarios) 
than those who only had use cases templates (B) and 70% more than group A. 

• However, students from C group only reached 70% coverage while the proposed method always 
enables 100%. All the results were based only in general paths that are not equivalent to the 
detailed scenarios used with professionals so comparing exactly the performance of students and 
professionals is not possible, 

The results of this complementary experience confirm that the use of AD improves the design of test 
cases and its inclusion in the proposed method. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Methods for test case generation from specifications (and in general from development models) are 
essential for an efficient and effective software development. This has been confirmed by specific surveys 
[7]. UML is considered as defacto standard for development models and its usage is really wide according to 
results of surveys [5] confirmed also by participants in the experience presented above. Creation of an 
efficient and effective method for generating functional test cases from the beginning of projects was needed 
to validate use cases specifications. According to data from the presented experiences, such a method should 
be based on use case descriptions with AD, and should include a priority allocation mechanism integrated to 
enable efficiency in testing. Moreover, the method should be supported by a tool which avoids low added 
value tasks to developers and testers.  
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Many proposals have been published during the last years as we described in the first sections of this 
work. The method presented in this paper is capable to show a real improvement in practical experiences of 
test case design. Participants’ opinion has confirmed the advantage of the proposed method over usual 
practice. It is also considered as cost-effective for real implementation in organizations. Obviously, 
improvement of the Eclipse plug-in would enable the direct integration of input and, even, expected output 
specification of test cases with scripting environments for test automation. Of course, it is expected that 
application of the method and the plug-in with more complex cases in real projects can provide more details 
of its ability to increase both effectiveness (i.e. covering much more options than manual design) and 
efficiency (i.e. avoiding non useful repetition of similar test cases).  
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